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TARGET AUDIENCE – Researchers interested in ultrafast dynamic MR imaging.   
PURPOSE– High spatiotemporal dynamic imaging is a challenging topic that has important clinical applications [1]. An algorithm called k-t low-rank 

structure (SLR) exploits the sparsity and the low-rank structure of MRI image series, and has been successfully applied in vivo image reconstruction [2]. 

In k-t SLR, the low rank penalty is imposed to the whole dynamic image series, which may result in loss of fine image structures. In this study, a k-t 

nonlocal SLR algorithm (k-t nSLR), that imposes the low rank penalty only to those image patches selected out throughout the image series and 

adaptively determines the threshold based on block correlation, is proposed for better image details preservation.  

METHODS – K-t nSLR achieves a more compact 

Karhunen Louve transform (KLT) domain representation of 

dynamic MR images by performing the singular value 

decomposition (SVD) only to a cluster of similar image 

patches selected by the nonlocal block matching method [3], 

[4]. The flow chart of k-t nSLR is shown in Fig. 1, which 

includes the following 3 operations. 
Block Matching and SVD: K-t nSLR extends the 2D spatial 

domain block matching in LOST [3] to a 3D spatiotemporal 

matching. These similar patches are aligned into a 2-D 

matrix and the SVD is performed to it. 

Adaptive Threshold Based on Block Correlation: 

Instead of fixed values, k-t nSLR adaptively 

determines threshold of singular value shrinkage using 

block correlation. For each target frame, the temporal 

frames in the range of block matching were averaged 

to generate a reference image with less artifact and 

noise. A block-wise correlation map is calculated 

based on the reference and the target slice, with high 

correlation value indicating more details. To avoid 

structure loss, the threshold is reduced for blocks with 

high correlations, using the formula: thre=λmax/δnor, 

where λmax is the biggest singular value and δnor is the 

normalized correlation value in the same location. 

Block Combination: After threshold, blocks at the same 

position are combined by a weighted sum. The weight is 

determined by: W=exp( -||bi – bt ||2 /max{||bi – bt ||2}), where 

bi is ith nonlocal similar block and bt is target block. This low 

rank shrinkage is followed by a total variation (TV) penalty.  

K-t nSLR were compared with k-t SLR with the in vivo 

dynamic images used in the k-t SLR package on website 

with an under sampling rate of 0.165. For k-t SLR, optmal 

parameters reported in ref. [2] were used. And parameters 

for k-t nSLR were: block size: 7 pixels × 7 pixels; search area: 20 pixels × 20 pixels × 5 frames; iteration number: 15. 

RESULTS –The reconstruction results are showed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In Fig. 2, compared with k-t SLR which had an artificial edge generated and 

severe smooth effect (red arrows), our k-t nSLR provided a better reconstruction image with sharper edge contrast and better detail preservation. Fig.3 

compares the signal intensity of k-t SLR and k-t nSLR. In (a), (b), k-t nSLR acquired an accurate recovery of time profile while k-t SLR had deviations in 

the pointed parts. In (c), (d), k-t SLR had an obvious under-estimation of the peak value while k-t nSLR achieved closer estimation.  

CONCLUSION –  K-t nSLR provides a dynamic imaging reconstruction with better image details and more accurate temporal profiles. 
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Fig. 3 Temporal signal intensity comparison of pixels. Blue represents original 

image and red corresponds to reconstruction image. (a), (b) and (c), (d) are 

respectively signal intensities from locations of red point and blue point in Fig. 2 (a). 

Fig. 2 Image reconstruction Comparison of k-t SLR and k-t nSLR. 

Fig. 1 Work flow of k-t nSLR 
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